


REVIEW

sound - and initial imPressions are all

Positive.
For what is in essence a mini-

monitor it has a beSuilint toP end.

The Folded Motion tweeter sounds

silky smooth and adds a treat sense

of air to vocals.

Kairos 4TeCs'Home To You'

was immensely wellproiected.
There! a tremendous sense of
separation between Marc O'Reilly's

vocals and the subtle violin backing

which imbues the track with all the

atmosphere it deserves. ln fact, the

Motion l5s absolutely shine \'vith

all vocals with only the occasional

dip into sibilance on the touShest of
tracks.

Barb Jun$'s 'The l"1en I Love'

hithlighted its abilities, the Stockport
singer! jazz croonin8 soaring free

from the speakers and hangint in the

air in front of me. Subtle intonations

of phrasing and chantes in Pace come

to the fore to provide a sumPtuous

sound,

Try somethint with a little more

weight and depth and the lYartin

Lotan\ dont disgrace themselves.

There's little bass output below 60Hz

bur even then the balance is well-
judged so the lack of serious deeP

bass doesn't seem to distract.

New Order's'Ate Of Consent'

romped along nicely with a Sood
sense of timint.The inherent sPeed

and detail of the folded ribbon

tweeter also helps bring out little
musical flourishes that can remain

hidden on other loudspeakers.

TakinS time with set-up and

positioning is also crucial here.A
good pair of stands is essential and

movint the speakers closer to the

wall helped autment the bass. FirinS

straight down the room also Save the

best integration between the drivers

Obviously you are never toing to
get prodigious bass from this size of
speaker - and pressed hard it can

start to sound a little bloated and

thumpy.

Bur the Martin LoSan is tradinS on

something different - the strengths

of clarity and naturalness.

Listening to some classical

music - to be precise the Scottish

Chamber Orchestra's'Beethoven
Pi:no Concerto No 3'- and the

atmosPhere of the venue and

recording acoustic came through

vividly.There\ masses of fine detail

and a resolution and focus to the
music that brints the Performance to
life wondeffully.

lnterestintly. the Martin Logans

came into my listening room hard on

the heels of the recently reviewed

KEF LS50 mini-monitors. Both cost

the same per pair - yet have a

remarkably different character from

each other.
While the KEFS produce a big,

bold sound that belies their size

the Martin Logans sound smoother

and airier up top electrostatic

like.That's because l4artin Logan

customers asked for small box

loudspeakers able to match their
big hybrid electrostatics, within

a surround-sound sYstem.That's

explains their use of a Folded Motion

c0ilctusl0N
Martin Logan has produced a fine-

sounding loudspeaker with the little
Motion 15. Cosmetically, it easily

justifies its 4800 price-tag. Sonically,

it! a brave attempt to brinS some of
the characteristics of the company's

hybrid electrostatics down to a lower
price bracket.

The star of the show is

undoubtedly the Folded Motion

tweeter which dictates the sound

of the speaker. lt is clean, fast and

deliciously airy, giving vocals and

acoustic instruments a wonderful

MTASURED PEBF(lRMANCT
Frequency response measured broadly

flat across the audio band, up to l0kHz.

upper midband output from 2kHz to 6kHz

is strong, meaning the Motion l5 will

project a lot of detail, sound tust and

crisp. Above'lokHz high treble rises to a

peak of +5dB at l6kHz and this will add

a small hiss to treble, when extended

high lrequency content exists in a

recordinq.

The dip in output around 600H2 is

peculiar and may well push vocals back

a littlej many loudspeaker manufacturers

FREOUEA'CY FESPOA/SE

and lack of
colouration.

That
translates

to suPerb

projection
of the music

with imaSes

floatinS clear

of the speakers

and setting up

an enveloPing

soLrndstage,

It\ tempting to
say the l'4otion l5 is

best with simpler music

such as light pop, folk, jazz quartets

etc because the tweeter initially

pushes you in that direction it's so

enjoyable to listen to.
But that would be doing the

whole packate a disservice.lt is iust
as refined and articulate on denser

material - managint to hold its own

in the rhythm department without
losing any of its sophistication.

lf you have ever hankered after a

full-size lYartin LoSan hybrid electro-

static but had neither the sPace - or
the funds - then this 'speaker could

be just the ticket.

raise output in this region to push si0gers

forward so the Motion l5s may sound a

little recessed or polite.

output rises back up a little at low

frequencies butthere is little low bass

from the small forward firing bass unit. lt

shuts off hard at 'l 00Hz and the rear port

takes ovet The port extends output down

to 50H2, so the small cabinet does not qo

Sensitivity vlas very high for a small

loudspeaker, measuring 89dB from one

nominal Watt of input {2.8V), helped

by a bass unit with a low 3,8 ohm d.c.

resistance. 0verall impedance measured

4.7 0hms and our impedance analysis

shows the port is tuned to 70Hz but its

breadth of operation is quite wide so

bass damping will be good.

A 200mS decay analysis shows the

Motion 15 to be very clean and free of

overhangs, except at 100H2 where the

box is a little active. The treble unit looks

very smooth and refined.

The little Motion l5 will be forward,

fast and detailed. lt keeps well away

from warmth of any sort. The box does

not reach low. little power is needed for

high volume levels - unusual for a small

loudspeaker. The Motion l5 measures

well, but will have a specific presen"

tation. NK

Cleve y-
designed speaker
posts make using
lugs a breeze

MARTIN LOGAN
M0T|0N 15
f800

OOEOE
0UTSTANDING - amongst
the test

VEEDICT
A taste of the l\4anln Logan

sound in a more domesticallY-

acceptable and wallet-f riendly
packaqe. Definitely worth an

audition if you are looking for

somethino a little differcnt

from the standard mini-

monitor.

FOR
- fast, detailed sound
- superb vocal proiection

- classy construction

AGAINST
lack of low bass

- need careful set-uP
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